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Abstract—Database-driven cognitive radio has been well recognized as an efficient way to reduce interference between Primary
Users (PUs) and Secondary Users (SUs). In database-driven cognitive radio, PUs and SUs must provide their locations to enable
dynamic channel allocation, which raises location privacy breach concern. Previous studies only focus on unilateral privacy
preservation, i.e., only PUs’ or SUs’ privacy is preserved. In this paper, we propose to protect bilateral location privacy of PUs and SUs.
The main challenge lies in how to coordinate PUs and SUs to maximize their utilities provided that their location privacy is protected.
We first introduce a quantitative method to calculate both PUs’ and SUs’ location privacy, and then design a novel privacy preserving
Utility Maximization protocol (UMax). UMax allows for both PUs and SUs to adjust their privacy preserving levels and optimize transmit
power iteratively to achieve the maximum utilities. Through extensive evaluations, we demonstrate that our proposed protocol can
efficiently increase the utilities of both PUs and SUs while preserving their location privacy.
Index Terms—Location privacy, bilateral privacy preservation, cognitive radio networks.
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I NTRODUCTION

C

OGNITIVE radio networks have been well recognized
as an efficient way to increase the spectrum utilization
and thus alleviate the spectrum scarcity issue [1]–[3]. In
cognitive radio networks, there are two types of users:
Primary Users (PUs) and Secondary Users (SUs). PUs have
the priority to access the spectrum since they have registered
a chunk of spectrum from the spectrum management entity
such as FCC, whereas SUs are allowed to access PUs’
channels only when the interested channels are vacant.
Cognitive radio networks have a wide spectrum of potential applications including smart grid networks, public
safety networks, medical body area networks, etc [4]. Let’s
take medical body area networks (MBAN) as an example,
MBAN is a promising way to allow body sensors to reliably
and inexpensively collect the vital signs of patients and relay
the monitoring information to clinicians for rapid diagnosing. Quality of service is a key requirement for MBAN,
which requires clean and less crowded spectrum. However,
the 2.4 GHz industrial, scientific and medical band is too
crowded to support the life-critical medical applications.
By using some PUs’ vacant band on a secondary basis, i.e.,
acting as an SU, quality of service for MBAN can be better
guaranteed [4]–[7].
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To enable dynamic channel access, SUs should be aware
of which channels are locally available for reuse. There are
mainly two ways for achieving this: 1) spectrum sensing and
2) database querying. Spectrum sensing method requires
SUs to be equipped with specific sensors to detect the locally
available channels [8]–[12]. Interference may occur when
the sensors output false results, which may be caused by
obstruction or channel fading. Database querying method
requires SUs to provide their accurate locations to a centralized database [13]–[15]. In such a way, SUs can facilely figure
out locally available channels and thus avoid interference
by querying a database, which maintains an up-to-date
spectrum availability repository.
Despite the huge advantage of database-driven cognitive radio networks, SUs’ locations are exposed to enable
efficient channel allocation, which may breach SUs’ location
privacy. For example, in the MBAN application, the location
privacy of patients will inevitably be breached. Besides, the
response from database contains information relevant to the
distance between PUs and a queried SU, a malicious SU may
infer PUs’ locations through seemingly innocuous multiple
database queries. The potential privacy breach risk of both
PUs and SUs have been an obstacle to promote databasedriven cognitive radio networks.
Previous studies mainly focus on unilateral location privacy preservation in database-driven cognitive radio networks, i.e., they assume that one party (PUs or SUs) is
trustworthy and try to preserve the other’s privacy [16], [17].
Furthermore, they fail to quantify the privacy preserving
levels (PPLs) of PUs and SUs, making it difficult to analyze the tradeoff between both parties’ PPLs and utilities.
As aforementioned, both PUs’ and SUs’ location privacy
could be potentially breached and thus should be preserved
simultaneously. Simply applying previous mechanisms to
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preserve the privacy of PUs and SUs separately will suffer
severe utility loss for both parties. As rational users, both
parties intend to maximize their PPLs to efficiently thwart
the attacker’s threat. However, PPL and utility are always a
paradox, in the sense that the increase of PPL will inevitably
decrease SUs’ available spectrum. Therefore, the bilateral
location privacy issue should be jointly addressed, in which
PUs and SUs can adjust their PPLs in order to maximize
their utilities.
To address the above challenging issues, we first adopt
the celebrated notion of differential privacy [18] to simultaneously preserve PUs’ and SUs’ privacy. Then, we design a
quantitative privacy-preserving framework which is flexible
for both PUs and SUs to adjust their PPLs. With this framework, we proceed to propose a novel privacy preserving
Utility Maximization protocol (UMax) that allows both PUs
and SUs to adjust their PPLs to achieve their maximum
utilities. In UMax, PUs and SUs exchange information to
decide their optimal PPLs. Firstly, SUs decide their optimal
PPLs according to their utility function, which incorporate
SUs’ revenue and privacy lost. At the query epoch, SUs
send their interested channels and expected transmit radius
to database together with obfuscated locations generated
based on their optimal PPLs. Secondly, based on SUs’
expected information, the database decides PUs’ optimal
PPLs and SUs’ available transmit power to maximize PUs’
utilities.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
1)

2)

3)

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that simultaneously considers location privacy
preservation for both PUs and SUs. Drawing on
the concept of differential privacy, a quantitative
framework is proposed to simultaneously preserve
both PUs’ and SUs’ location privacy.
Based on the quantitative framework, we propose a
novel database access protocol UMax, which allows
both PUs and SUs to adjust their PPLs to maximize
their utilities. We further prove the existence of
optimal PPLs for both PUs and SUs.
We further generalize UMax protocol to the scenario
where there are multiple PUs and multiple SUs
with complex relative location combinations and
allocation strategies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 reviews the related work. Section 3 introduces the basic
database access protocol and threat model. In Section 4, we
propose novel location privacy-preserving mechanisms for
both PUs and SUs. In Section 5, considering the single PU
and single SU situation, we develop a new database access
protocol that adjusts PU’s and SU’s PPL to improve their
utility, respectively. Then we extend the proposed protocol
to the multiple PUs multiple SUs situation in Section 6.
Extensive simulations are performed in Section 7 to demonstrate the performance of the proposed protocol. Finally,
Section 8 concludes this paper.
The notations that will be used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE 1: Notations
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0
rp,i

rp,i
Lp,i
Tp,i
pri
Cp,i
locj
loc0j
0
rs,j
Rj
Pj

rs,j
Ls,j
Ts,j
pri
Cs,j

P Ui ’s protected contour radius
Length added to P Ui ’s protected contour radius
 )
P Ui ’s PPL, i.e., E(rp,i
P Ui ’s revenue
P Ui ’s privacy cost
SUj ’s accurate location
SUj ’s randomized location
SUj ’s required transmit radius
SUj ’s maximum transmit radius
SUj ’s maximum transmit power
SUj ’s privacy-preserving circle radius

SUj ’s PPL, i.e., rs,j
SUj ’s revenue
SUi ’s privacy cost

buy
Cs,j

SUi ’s cost to buy spectrum

R ELATED W ORK

Most previous studies on cognitive radio focus on the
performance improvements of spectrum sensing [19]–[22]
or security issues [23], [24], whereas privacy issues are not
well been studied, especially in the area of database driven
cognitive radio. Although there are little works concern
about privacy preservation in cognitive radio, plenty of privacy enhancing techniques are studied in other applications,
which provide us useful reference on the design of privacy
preserving technique for cognitive radio networks. We can
classify the state-of-the-art privacy enhancing techniques into three categories: anonymization technique, cryptographic
technique and differential privacy.
K-anonymity is the most widely used anonymization
technique. One approach to achieve k -anonymity is to
use dummy locations [25]. This technique properly selects
k − 1 dummy points, and then performs k queries to
database together with the real location. Another efficient
method is cloaking [26], [27], which creates a dummy region
that involves k different points sharing the same property,
and then queries the database with the dummy region.
l-diversity [28] and t-closeness [29] are two anonymization techniques proposed to address the weaknesses of k anonymity when homogeneity exists in the sensitive values in a group. However, the intrinsic drawback of k anonymity is that a mechanism is difficult to be proved to
satisfy this notion, since the attacker’s auxiliary information
may violate the guarantee of k -anonymity. In addition, k anonymity based approaches are difficult to quantify the
privacy preserving level.
Cryptography is another location privacy-preserving
technique, which has been widely used [30]–[32]. This technique transforms all the data in a query process to a different
space. The query result can be mapped back to spatial
information only by the user. However, the computational
overhead of cryptography based technique is too high.
The notion of differential privacy [18] comes from
the area of statistical database. Its goal is to preserve
individual’s privacy while achieving good statistical accuracy. Recently, Andres et. al. [33] proposed the -geoindistinguishability mechanism, which generalized the notion of differential privacy to location based service. The
main advantage of differential privacy is that the privacy
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guarantee is independent of attacker’s auxiliary information, i.e., the mechanism has no need to update when
new types of attack emerges. More importantly, differential
privacy provides a solid mathematical definition which is
convenient to quantify the privacy preserving level [34],
[35]. Due to the advantage of differential privacy, we adopt
the notion of differential privacy to preserve the location
privacy for both PUs and SUs.
The existing works on the location privacy in databasedriven cognitive radio concern only about unilateral privacy
preservation. In [16], Gao et al. proposed a cryptography
based location privacy-preserving protocol called PSAIR
for SUs. PSAIR allows for SUs to access the locally available channels and preserve location privacy simultaneously.
Bahrak et al. [17] pointed out that a malicious SU can
infer PU’s location through seemingly innocuous database
queries. Then they proposed a k -anonymity based mechanism to preserve PU’s privacy. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no existing work that addresses the bilateral privacy
preservation for PUs and SUs simultaneously.

3

BACKGROUND AND T HREAT M ODEL

In this section, we first introduce the basic database access
protocol that do not consider the privacy issues. Then,
we present the threat model for the basic database access
protocol as well as the problems to be addressed in this
paper.
3.1

Basic Database Access Protocol

A typical database-driven cognitive radio network comprises three main components: PUs, SUs and spectrum management database. The database maintains PUs’ locations and
spectrum utilization informations. Whenever PUs change
their spectrum utilization informations, they will notify
database to update the repository.
We assume there are M PUs and N SUs in the network,
which are denoted by P Ui and SUj , respectively. Each P Ui
owns a specific channel chi 1 , which has two states, i.e.,
occupied or vacant. When chi is occupied, P Ui will delimit
a protected contour where no SUs can transmit, and if an SU
is beyond P Ui ’s protected contour, it is allowed to transmit
with a certain power. Intuitively, the farther an SU is located
from P Ui , the larger power it can transmit. When chi is
vacant, it can be accessed by SUs freely.
A basic database access protocol without considering
the privacy issues is shown in Fig. 1. The database query
process is conducted in the beginning of each time slot,
within which the channel access state do not change. At
the beginning of each time slot, SUs send their queries
Q = (locj , chi ) to the database, where locj = (xj , yj ) is
the accurate location of SUj , and chi is the channel with the
best quality for SUj . Then, the database returns R = Pj to
SUj , where Pj is the maximum transmission power (MTP)
for SUj when it access chi . The MTP can be calculated by
the following function [17]:

0
0,
dij ≤ rp,i
,
Pj =
(1)
0
0
h(dij − rp,i ), dij > rp,i
,
1. We will use P Ui and chi interchangeably in the following part.

3

0
rp,i

where
is the protected contour radius of chi , dij is the
distance between SUj and P Ui , and h(·) is a continuous
monotone increasing function.
Q  (locj ,chi )

R  Pj
SU

Database

Fig. 1: Basic database access protocol.

3.2

Threat Model and Assumptions

In the basic database access protocol, both database and SUs
are assumed to be trustworthy. However, this assumption
may not always guaranteed in reality. The reason is that
a curious database manager may collect SUs’ location information, which should be reported to the database to achieve
the locally available channels, to make market decision
or sales strategy. In another hand, a malicious SU may
infer PUs’ locations through multiple seemingly innocuous
queries as depicted in Section 4.
We assume that the database is an affiliated entity of PUs,
e.g., China Mobile would maintain a spectrum management
database if it decides to share the registered spectrum with
SUs. Thus, we further assume that PUs and database trust
each other, and database will not breach PUs’ operational
information. Besides, we assume that a sophisticated malicious SU can obtain the MTP function which the database
adopts [17].
3.3

Problem of Interest

To defend the potential privacy threat, both PUs and SUs
need to adopt an quantitative mechanism to preserve their
location privacy. However, unrestricted increase PPL may
seriously decrease both PUs’ and SUs’ utility. Thus, we need
to deal with the following two problems in our paper:
1)
2)

4

How to devise quantitative mechanisms to preserve
the location privacy for both PUs and SUs?
How to design an efficient database access protocol
which allows for both PUs and SUs to adjust their
PPL to achieve the maximum utility?

Q UANTITATIVE P RIVACY - PRESERVING M ECHA -

NISM

In this section, we first introduce the quantitative privacypreserving mechanisms for both PUs and SUs. Then, an
interference free framework is proposed to facilitate the
analysis of the bilateral privacy-preserving protocol.
4.1 Quantitative Privacy-preserving Mechanism for
PUs
Firstly, we present the location privacy threat for PUs when
they do not adopt any privacy-preserving mechanisms.
In brief, a malicious SU can infer PU’s location through
multiple seemingly innocuous queries as Fig. 2(a) shows.
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Specifically, one sophisticated malicious SU, which obtained
the MTP function of database, can compute its maximum
transmit radius, i.e., d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 , in each query location. Thus, after multiple queries in different locations, the
malicious SU can choose at least four query results, that
contain available transmit power, to locate PU by solving
the following equations set:
(x1 − xp )2 + (y1 − yp )2 = (d1 + rp0 )2

(x2 − xp )2 + (y2 − yp )2 = (d2 + rp0 )2

(2)

(x3 − xp )2 + (y3 − yp )2 = (d3 + rp0 )2

(x4 − xp )2 + (y4 − yp )2 = (d4 + rp0 )2
where (xi , yi ) is the location of Qi , (xp , yp ) is the location of
the PU to be inferred, rp0 is the protected contour radius of
the PU. With the above equations set, the malicious SU can
uniquely determine PU’s accurate location (xp , yp ) and the
corresponding protected contour radius rp0 .
To thwart malicious SU’s inference attack, we propose
an obfuscation based mechanism as Fig. 2(b) shows. Before computing SUs’ MTP, the database will add a random length to PUs’ real protected contour radius, i.e.,
rp = rp0 + rp . With the randomized MTP, the rp0 term in
equations set 2 is different, making the calculation of PU’s
accurate location (xp , yp ) difficult. In this paper, we adopt
exponential distribution to generate the required random
distance rp . The corresponding probability density function
is given by
(
r
1 − bp

e
, rp > 0,
b
g(rp ) =
0,
rp ≤ 0,
where b is the rate parameter. Notice that rp is always positive, since otherwise the obfuscated protected contour will
be less than the required one which may cause interference.
Intuitively, larger noise means higher PPL, so that we
can adopt the expectation of rp , i.e., E[rp ], to denote PU’s
PPL Lp 2 .

Q1

d1

Q1

d1
d4

d4
Q4

rP0


P

r

d3

Q4

0

rP

d3

d2

d2
Q3

Q3
Q2

(a) Inference attack to PU

Q2

(b) Privacy-preserving mechanism

Fig. 2: PU’s location privacy threat and countermeasure.
Q1 , Q2 and Q3 stand for three different query locations, d1 ,
d2 , d3 and d4 stand for their corresponding maximum
transmit radius.

4

4.2 Quantitative Privacy-preserving Mechanism for
SUs
Recall that SUs should report their accurate locations
to achieve the locally available channels, leading to serious privacy breach threat. Therefore, drawing on the
privacy-preserving mechanism in [33], we propose l-geoindistinguishability (l-geoin) mechanism to preserve SUs’
location privacy.
Informally, l-geoin allows for SUs to report randomized
locations generated by certain distribution to the database.
l-geoin guarantees that after receiving SUs’ randomized
locations, a curious database manager cannot figure out
SUs’ accurate locations with high confidence. The formal
definition of l-geoin is given as follows:
Definition 1. A privacy-preserving random mechanism satisfies
l-geoin if and only if for a reported location x, we have
P (x|x0 )
≤ el , ∀rs > 0, d(x0 , x00 ) ≤ rs ,
P (x|x00 )
l = rs ,
where rs is the radius of the largest area where SU’s
privacy-preserving location may lie through the random
mechanism, x0 and x00 are two accurate locations of SU that
may report x, d(x0 , x00 ) is the distance between x0 and x00 .
Definition 1 shows that whether SU’s accurate location
is x0 or x00 , the reported location can be x with certain probability, and their probability difference is upper bounded by
el if the distance between x0 and x00 is less than rs . Notice
that a larger l means more difficult to infer SU’s accurate
location, leading to higher PPL.
In [33], the authors consider that for a given radius
rs , a smaller  means higher PPL, they name it -geoindistinguishability (-geoin) mechanism. From our perspective, given a certain l, we can adjust  to achieve a larger
rs , every expected rs corresponds to an . Thus, we can use
rs to denote SU’s PPL Ls 3 , where a larger rs means that
SU can obfuscate its location in a larger scale with l-geoin
mechanism. By this notion, SU can choose its protected scale
flexibly, rather than adjust its PPL in a fixed scale as -geoin
mechanism.
Andres et al. [33] proved that the two dimensional
Laplacian distribution satisfies -geoin, and thus satisfies lgeoin. The probability density function of two dimensional
Laplacian distribution is given by
2 −d(x0 ,x)
e
,
(3)
f (x|x0 ) =
2π
where x0 ∈ R2 is the accurate location of SU and x ∈ R2
is the corresponding randomized location, d(x0 , x) is the
distance between x0 and x. Fig. 3 shows how this mechanism works. An SU located at x0 can generate a randomized
location x within a circle with rs radius, i.e., the required
PPL, from two dimensional Laplacian distribution.
4.3

Interference Free Framework

In this subsection, we propose an interference free framework to facilitate the decision procedure of database, as Fig.
4 shows.
2. We will use E[rp ] and Lp interchangably to denote PU’s PPL.

3. We will use rs and Ls interchangably to denote SU’s PPL.
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5 P RIVACY - PRESERVING
P ROTOCOL
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Fig. 3: SU located in x0 generate randomized location x
with probability as shown in ”Probability” axis.

We assume each SU has a required transmission radius
based on its service requirement, and the database decide
each SU’s MTP based on its reported location and required
transmit radius. In each query process, each SU would
report a randomized location x to the database to preserve
its location privacy, such that a curious database manager
cannot distinguish the SU’s accurate location within a circle
of radius rs , as the inner solid circle shows in Fig. 4. From
database’s perspective, when allocating spectrum to SUs, all
SUs’ outer circles should not intersect with each other to
avoid interference. The reason is that the furthest distance
SU may transmit is the boundary of the outer solid circle,
since the accurate location of SU maybe in the boundary of
the inner solid circle, as x10 and x20 shows.
For brevity, we use privacy preserving circle and interference free circle to describe SUs’ requirement in the
following part, where privacy preserving circle and interference free circle correspond to the inner solid circle and outer
solid circle in Fig. 4, respectively. Notice that, when any two
SUs’ privacy preserving circles intersect with each other,
the possible location between the two SUs can be arbitrary
close from database’ perspective. Namely, no matter how
much transmit radius we allocate to the two SUs, they may
interfere with each other. Thus, only one SU is allowed to
transmit.

rs0

In this section, we propose a new database access protocol
UMax to allow for PUs and SUs to choose the optimal
PPLs to achieve their maximum utilities. The single PU
single SU situation is considered in this section, and we will
generalize the proposed protocol to multiple PUs multiple
SUs situation in Section 6.
We first provide an overview to the proposed UMax protocol in Section 5.1, then deeply study the optimal decision
of SU and PU in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.

5.1

Overview to UMax Protocol

In this subsection, we provide an overview to the proposed
database access protocol UMax.
Step 1: SU query the database with its optimal PPL:
SU with accurate location (x, y) query the database with
Q = (chi , rs0 , loc0 , rs ), where chi is SU’s interested channel,
and rs0 is SU’s expected transmit radius based on its service
requirement. loc0 = (x0 , y 0 ) is a randomized location generated with the optimal PPL rs , which can be calculated by
solving the following optimization problem:
Problem 5.1.

argmax Us (Ls ) = Ts − Csbuy − Cspri ,
Ls

s.t. Ls > 0.
In Problem 5.1, Us (Ls ) is SU’s utility function which
consists of three parts: Ts is SU’s revenue by utilizing the
spectrum, Csbuy is SU’s payment to PU for utilizing the
spectrum, and Cspri is SU’s privacy cost. Details of SU’s
optimal decision will be presented in Section 5.2.
Step 2: Database decides SU’s MTP based on the channel state: When SU’s interested channel is vacant, database
calculates SU’s MTP based on rs0 . When the channel is
occupied, database should first decide PU’s optimal PPL
then calculate SU’s MTP. PU’s optimal PPL can be calculated
by solving the following optimization problem:
Problem 5.2.

argmax E[Up (Lp )] = Tp − Cppri ,
Lp

rs0

x01

s.t. Lp > 0.

rs

x

x02
rs0

Fig. 4: Interference free framework. x is SU’s reported
randomized location, x10 and x20 are two possible accurate
location of the SU.

In Problem 5.2, E[Up (Lp )] is PU’s utility function in
the expectation sense which consists of two parts: Tp is
PU’s revenue by selling spectrum to SU which is equal to
Csbuy , and Cppri is PU’s privacy cost. Details of PU’s optimal
decision will be presented in Section 5.3.
Then, the database can generate a random distance rp
based on the optimal PPL, i.e., E[rp ]. SU’s maximum transmission radius (MTR)4 is given by R = dsp − rp0 − rp − rs as
Fig. 5 shows, where ds p is the distance between PU and SU.

4. Notice that SU’s MTP is decided by its maximum transmission
radius (MTR) so that we would use MTP and MTR interchangeably in
the following part.
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Fig. 5: Relative location between PU and SU.

5.2

SU’s optimal decision

In this subsection, we elaborate the optimal decision of SU.
We define SU’s revenue as

Ts = k2 π(rs0 )2 ,
(4)
where k2 is SU’s revenue of using unit area spectrum, and
rs0 is SU’s expected transmit radius.
As Fig. 4 shows, SU’s expected transmit radius is rs0 . It
seems that PU should charge SU based on rs0 . However,
to satisfy SU’s privacy-preserving requirement, PU need
to allocate an area of radius rs0 + rs to avoid interference.
To incentivize PU to share its spectrum, SU need to pay
for the extra spectrum incurred by its privacy preserving
requirement. Thus, we can define SU’s payment as
Csbuy = k1 π(rs + rs0 )2 ,
where k1 is the payment for using unit area spectrum. π(rs +
rs0 )2 is the area that PU allocate to SU for accessing a given
spectrum. Since SU’s PPL Ls is equal to rs , we can transform
the above formula into the following form
Csbuy = k1 π(Ls + rs0 )2 .
(5)
The decrease of SU’s PPL may increase its revenue with
larger privacy breach risk. This kind of privacy breach risk is
the cost which should be included into PU’s utility function.
Privacy cost can be defined as follows [36]
ks
Cspri =
,
(6)
Ls
where ks is the privacy cost coefficient.
Combining (4), (5) and (6), we can rewrite Problem 5.1
as
Problem 5.3.

argmax E[Us ] =
Ls

k2 π(rs0 )2

− k1 π(Ls +

rs0 )2

ks
−
,
Ls

s.t. Ls > 0.
Then, we show that Problem 5.3 has optimal solution
and provide efficient method to achieve it.
Theorem 5.1. There exists an optimal PPL for SU, i.e., L∗s , to
solve Problem 5.3.
Proof. The second order derivative of E[Us ] is given by
d2 E[Us ]
ks
= −2k1 π − 2 3 ,
dL2s
Ls
d2 E[U ]

Since Problem 5.3 is a convex optimization problem,
we can solve it by existing convex solver such as gradient
decent method [37].

rs

A

d sp

6

Notice that dL2 s is always less than zero, which means
s
E[Us ] is a concave function. In addition, the constraint
of Problem 5.3 is convex. Thus, Problem 5.3 is a convex
optimization problem, which have an optimal solution.

PU’s optimal decision

In this subsection, we elaborate the optimal decision of PU.
To avoid interference, SU’s expected transmit radius rs0
may not be fully satisfied. To incentivize SU to reuse the
vacant spectrum continuously, PU can reduce the unit price
of spectrum to compensate expenses of SU. Thus, PU’s
revenue can be defined as
R
Tp = 0 k1 π(rs + R)2
rs
k1 π
= 0 (dm − Lp − rs )(dm − Lp )2 ,
(7)
rs
where R is SU’s MTR, and rR0 stands for SU’s satisfaction
s
ratio.
Similar to the analysis of SU, we can define PU’s privacy
cost as follows
kp
Cppri =
(8)
Lp
Combining (7) and (8), we can rewrite PU’s expected
utility as
kp
k1 π
E[Up ] = 0 (dm − Lp − rs )(dm − Lp )2 −
rs
Lp
The optimal value of Lp lies in [dm − rs − rs0 , dm − rs ]
as Fig. 5 shows. The reason is that if Lp ≤ dm − rs − rs0 ,
SU’s expected transmit radius can always be satisfied. In this
case, the revenue Tp = k1 π(rs + rs0 )2 is a constant, we can
always achieve better utility by extending Lp . In addition,
if Lp ≥ dm − rs , the database can not decide SU’s MTR.
Since arbitrary transmit radius may cause interference with
PU when SU is located in point A as Fig. 5 shows. Thus,
Problem 5.2 becomes
Problem 5.4.

argmax E[Up ] =
Lp

k1 π
kp
(dm − Lp − rs )(dm − Lp )2 −
,
0
rs
Lp

s.t. Lp > 0,
dm − rs − rs0 ≤ Lp ≤ dm − rs .
Then, we show that Problem 5.4 has optimal solution
and provide efficient method to achieve it.
Theorem 5.2. There exists an optimal PPL for PU, i.e., L∗p , to
solve Problem 5.4.
Proof. The first order derivative of E[Up ] is given by
dE[Up ] k1 π h
= 0 − 3L2p + (6dm − 2rs )Lp
dLp
rs
i k
p
− 3d2m + 2rs dm + 2 .
Lp
dE[U ]

Recall that the roots of equation dLpp = 0 is the
stationary points of the objective function E[Up ]. Notice
dE[U ]
that dLpp = 0 is a quartic equation and have at most 4
real roots, such that E[Up ] have at most 4 stationary points.
Further, we observe that E[Up ] is a continuous function, and
the feasible region of Problem 5.4 lies in a closed interval
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rs

rs0 , dm

Lp ∈ [dm −
−
−
Thus, Problem 5.4 has an
optimal solution in the interval [dm − rs − rs0 , dm − rs ].
To calculate the optimal PPL, we first calculate the real
dE[U ]
roots for equation dLpp = 0 with existing quartic equation
solver [38], and calculate the value of E[Up ] using the real
roots and the boundary value, i.e., dm − rs − rs0 and dm −
rs . Then, we compare all the calculated value of E[Up ] to
choose the optimal PPL. If there exist two Lp at which E[Up ]
achieves the optimal value, we will choose the larger Lp as
the optimal PPL.

6

rs0,1

rs0,2

s ,1

r

rs,2

SU1

SU 2

Fig. 6: Interference free circles do not intersect with each
other.

M ULTIPLE PU S M ULTIPLE SU S S ITUATION

In this section, we generalize UMax to multiple PUs multiple SUs situation. Recall that different PUs occupy different
channels so that PUs can allocate their spectrum separately.
Thus, we can reduce the multiple PUs multiple SUs problem
to the single PU multiple SUs problem. In addition, when
the number of SUs that apply for the same channel are
arbitrary, the relative location combinations and allocation
strategies is infinite, which makes it difficult to analyze the
general case. To start, we consider the situation where there
are at most two SUs applying for the same channel.
In practice, we extend UMax as follows:
Step 1: SUs decides their optimal PPLs based on Problem
0

5.3, and query the database with Q = (chi , loc0j , rs,j
, rs,j
),
0
where chi is SUj ’s interested channel, locj is the random
0
ized location based on optimal PPL rs,j
, and rs,j
is SUj ’s
expected transmit radius.
Step 2: Database decide P Ui ’s allocation strategy based
on chi ’s channel state. When chi is vacant, database decide
each SU’s optimal transmit radius directly on the condition
that SUs do not interfere with each other. And when chi is
occupied, database should first decide P Ui ’s optimal PPL,
and decide SU’s optimal transmit radius on the condition
that P Ui do not interfere with all SUs.
In the following subsection, we will discuss PU’s allocation strategy in different channel states.
6.1

7

rs ].

The channel is vacant

1
2
We define P Ui ’s revenue as Tp,i = Tp,i
+ Tp,i
, and
R
1
1

Tp,i
= 0 k1 π(rs,1
+ R1 )2 ,
rs,1
R2
2

Tp,i
= 0 k1 π(rs,2
+ R2 )2 ,
rs,2
1
2
where Tp,i
and Tp,i
are revenues from SU1 and SU2 , respec
tively, Rj (j = 1, 2) is SUj ’s MTR, rs,j
is SUj ’s optimal PPL,
0
and rs,j is SUj ’s expected transmit radius.
When there are two SUs applying for chi , we can decide
SUs’ MTR in the following three cases.
Case 1: Interference free circles do not intersect with
each other, as Fig. 6 shows. In this case, both SU1 and SU2
can access the channel with its expected transmit radius.
Case 2: Interference free circles intersect with each
other, as Fig. 7 shows. In this case, our goal is to maximize
P Ui ’s revenue
R1
R2


Tp,i = 0 k1 π(rs,1
+ R1 )2 + 0 k1 π(rs,2
+ R2 )2 . (9)
rs,1
rs,2

Intuitively, we observe that P Ui can achieve the maximum utility if and only if the interference free circles of
both SU1 and SU2 are tangent with each other. The reason
is that if there is an allocation strategy which the interference
free circles are not tangent with each other, we can always
find a better allocation strategy by expanding an arbitrary
SU’s interference free circle to achieve better utility. Thus,
we have


R2 = d12 − rs,1
− rs,2
− R1 ,


, M is a constant. Thus,
− rs,2
Define M = d12 − rs,1
the best allocation strategy can be achieved by solving the
following optimization problem:

Problem 6.1.

argmax Tp,i =
R1

s.t.

R1

2
0 k1 π(rs,1 + R1 ) +
rs,1
M − R1

k1 π(rs,2
+ M − R1 )2 ,
0
rs,2

0
0 ≤ R1 ≤ rs,1
,
0
M − rs,2
≤ R1 ≤ M,

Then, we show that Problem 6.1 has optimal solution
and provide efficient method to achieve it.
Theorem 6.1. There exists an optimal PPL for SU L∗s to solve
Problem 6.1.
Proof. The second order derivative of Rp is
4k1 π 
2k1 π
d2 Tp,i
= 0 (rs,1
+ R1 ) + 0 (M − R1 ).
2
dTp,i
rs,1
rs,2
d2 T

Since dT 2p,i is always larger than zero, so that Tp,i is a
p,i
convex function. In addition, the constraint of Problem 6.1
is convex. Therefore, Problem 6.1 is a convex optimization
problem, which have an optimal solution.
Since Problem 6.1 is a convex optimization problem,
we can solve it by existing convex solver such as gradient
decent method [37].
Case 3: Privacy preserving circles intersect with each
other, as Fig. 8 shows. In this case, only one SU is allowed to
access chi as the analysis in Section 4.3. The best allocation
strategy is to choose the SU which brings more revenue to
PU. After excluding one SU, the remaining one can transmit
with its expected transmit radius. And P Ui ’s maximum
∗
1
2
revenue is Tp,i
= max{Tp,i
, Tp,2
}.
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rs0,1

interference free circle, we have
R1
1

Tp,i
= 0 k1 π(rs,1
+ R1 ) 2
rs,1
k1 π

− Lp )(dm1 − Lp )2 ,
= 0 (dm1 − rs,1
rs,1
R2
2

Tp,i
= 0 k1 π(rs,2
+ R2 ) 2 ,
rs,2
k1 π

− Lp )(dm2 − Lp )2 .
= 0 (dm2 − rs,2
rs,2

rs0,2
rs,1

rs,2

d12

SU 2

SU1

Fig. 7: Interference free circles intersect with each other.

rs0,1
rs0,2


s ,1

r

rs,2
SU 2

SU1

Fig. 8: Privacy preserving circles intersect with each other.

6.2

The channel is occupied

When the channel is occupied, database should decide
P Ui ’s optimal PPL and each SU’s MTR. Similar to Section
6.1, we only consider the two SUs situation.
Case 1: Interference free circles do not intersect with
each other, as Fig. 9 shows.
To simplify the analysis, we consider a special situation
where P Ui and two SUs are on a straight line as shown in
Fig. 9. The other relative locations between P Ui and SUs can
be transformed to the above situation, since P Ui ’s decision
is only relevant to the distance between P Ui and the two
SUs.
When P Ui ’s interference free circle is tangent with SUj ’s

dm2

d m1

rs0,1

rs0,2
rs,1

A

SU1

PU

B

d p1

C
d p2

rp0

8

rs,2

D

SU 2

rp

Fig. 9: Interference free circles do not intersect with each
other.

In this case, P Ui ’s utility function is piecewise, and is
relevant to the relative locations of point A, B , C and D.
The reason is that when Lp extends from 0, the interference
free circle of P Ui will intersect with the two SUs’ circles in
point A, B , C and D in different order. And for each order,
P Ui ’s utility function is different. We will discuss all the
possible orders as follows:
(a) The order is B → C → A → D.

k
1

0 2

Tp,i
+ k1 π(rs,2
+ rs,2
) − Lpp




0

0


− rs,2
≤ Lp ≤ dm2 − rs,2
− rs,1
if dm1 − rs,1



T 1 + T 2 − kp
p,i
p,i
Lp
E[Up ] =

0


if
d
−
r

m2
s,2 − rs,2 < Lp ≤ dm1 − rs,1


k

p
2

Tp,i
− Lp






< Lp ≤ dm2 − rs,2
if dm1 − rs,1
(b) The order is B → C → D → A.

k
0 2
1


) − Lpp
+ rs,2
Tp,i
+ k1 π(rs,2





0

0

if dm1 − rs,1
− rs,1
≤ Lp ≤ dm2 − rs,2
− rs,2



T 1 + T 2 − kp
p,i
p,i
Lp
E[Up ] =

0


< Lp ≤ dm2 − rs,2
− rs,2
if
d
−
r

m2
s,2


k

p
1

Tp,i − Lp





< Lp ≤ dm1 − rs,1
if dm2 − rs,2
(c) The order is B → A → C → D.

k
0 2
1


) − Lpp
+ rs,2
Tp,i
+ k1 π(rs,2





0


≤ Lp ≤ dm1 − rs,1
− rs,1
if dm1 − rs,1



k π(r + r0 )2 − kp
1
s,2
s,2
Lp
E[Up ] =
0



if
d
−
r
<
L
≤ dm2 − rs,2
− rs,2

p
m1
s,1


k

p
2

Tp,i − Lp





0

if dm2 − rs,2
− rs,2
< Lp ≤ dm2 − rs,2
Since other orders, i.e., P Ui ’s interference free circle first
intersect with C rather than B , is symmetric with the above
three orders, we will not list here.
Our goal is to decide the optimal L∗p to maximize E[Up ].
To solve this optimization problem, we can find the optimal
point in each interval of the objective function, and choose
the point which achieves the global optimum. We observe
that the objective function is similar to Problem 5.4 in each
interval. Thus, we can find the optimal point in each interval
as the analysis in Problem 5.4.
Case 2: Interference free circles intersect with each
other, as Fig. 10 shows.
In this case, we need to optimize P Ui ’s PPL and SUs’
MTR. At the same time, we need to guarantee that the
interference free circles of both P Ui and SUs do not intersect
with each other. To optimize P Ui ’s utility, there are two
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Fig. 11: Privacy preserving circles intersect with each other.

rs0,2

30
Optimal PPL
Fixed PPL

25

Fig. 10: Interference free circles intersect with each other.
Utility of SU

20

situations: One is that only one SU is available, i.e., the other
SU’s MTR is 0. The other is that both two SUs are available.

15
10
5
0
-5

When only one SU is available, we need to find P Ui ’s
optimal PPL in the situation where only SU1 or SU2 exist
(similar to the analysis in Section 5), and we denote the
1∗
optimal PPL as L1∗
p,1 and Lp,2 , respectively.

-10
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

r0 / km

Fig. 12: Optimal PPL Vs. fixed PPL to SU’s utility.

When both two SUs are available, we need to solve the
following optimization problem

7
Problem 6.2.

argmax E[Up ] =k1 π[
R1 ,R2 ,Lp

R2 
R1 
2
2
0 (rs,1 + R1 ) + r 0 (rs,2 + R2 ) ]
rs,1
s,2

kp
Lp

s.t. R1 + rs,1
+ rp + Lp ≤ d1p

R2 + rs,2 + rp + Lp ≤ d2p


R1 + rs,1
+ R2 + rs,2
≤ d12

S IMULATION

In this section, we first introduce the simulation setup. Then,
we illustrate the advantage of our proposed UMax protocol
by comparing with the baseline protocol.

−

0
0 ≤ R1 ≤ rs,1
0
0 ≤ R2 ≤ rs,2
Lp > 0

Since the objective function is nonconvex, we will adopt
the gradient decent method [37] to find an approximate
solution. After finding the optimal PPL L2∗
p , we can decide
the global optimal PPL
1∗
2∗
L∗p = max{L1∗
p,1 , Lp,2 , Lp }.

Case 3: Privacy preserving circles intersect with each
other as Fig. 11 shows.
In this case, similar to the analysis in Case 3 of channel
vacant situation, we only need to satisfy one SU’s requirement and exclude the other one to avoid interference. To
achieve the maximum utility, PU can exclude one SU and
decide its optimal PPL separately, and then choose the SU
which can achieve the maximum utility. If only one SU exist,
we decide P Ui ’s optimal PPL L∗p,1 and L∗p,2 , respectively.
And P Ui ’s global optimal PPL is given by

L∗p = max{L∗p,1 , L∗p,2 }.

7.1

Simulation Setup

Firstly, we present the baseline protocol: different from the
proposed UMax protocol where SUs and PUs decide their
optimal PPLs before querying the database and deciding
the allocation strategy, both PUs and SUs in the baseline
protocol choose a predefined fixed PPLs.
For brevity, we set the unit of the distance in the simulation to kilometer, and only utilize the number to describe the
distance in the following part. We set the fixed PPLs of SUs
and PUs in the baseline protocol to be 2 and 1, respectively.
The privacy cost coefficient ks and kp are set to be 1 and 2,
k1 and k2 are set to be 0.1 and 0.2.
Then, we introduce the simulation settings: 1) We compare SUs’ utilities when they choose different required
transmit radius; 2) PUs’ utilities are compared in different
location settings, i.e., the relative distance between PUs
and SUs are different. 3) We construct an 20 ∗ 20 area and
randomly deploy 10 PUs and 20 SUs, we then compare the
utilities of different PUs.
7.2

Performance Comparison

Fig. 12 compares the utilities of the proposed protocol with
the baseline protocol for SUs. The simulation result shows
that the proposed protocol can improve SUs’ utility efficiently for different required transmit radius r0 . Notice that SU’s
utility is negative when r0 is shorter than a threshold, e.g.,
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Fig. 13: Optimal PPL Vs. fixed PPL to PU’s utility.

3 for optimal PPL and 5 for fixed PPL. The reason is that
when r0 is shorter than a threshold, SU’s revenue Rs is
few which is obvious in Problem 5.3. In another hand, SUs’
should choose a small PPL to guarantee their privacy. As a
result, SU’s payment Cbuy would be larger than its revenue
Rs which lead to a negative utility.
Fig. 13 compares the utilities of the proposed protocol
with the baseline protocol for PUs in different location
settings. The simulation is conducted in three different
scenarios: (i) Single PU single SU scenario; (ii) Single PU two
SUs scenario where SUs do not intersect with each other; (iii)
Single PU two SUs scenario where SUs intersect with each
other.
Fig. 13(a) shows that, in the single PU single SU scenario,
PUs in the proposed protocol achieves higher utility compared with the baseline where PUs choose the fixed PPL. In
another hand, PUs achieves higher utility when the distance
between PU and SU increase. The reason is that, PUs would
receive more revenue through selling spectrum to SUs when
the distance increase. Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 13(c) illustrate the
advantage of the proposed protocol where there are one

PU and two SUs, where x coordinate refers to the distance
between PU and SU1 , and y coordinate refers to the distance
between PU and SU2 . Specifically, Fig. 13(b) shows the
scenario where SUs do not intersect with each other, the
theoretic analysis of which is given in Section 6.2 Case 1, and
Fig. 13(c) shows the scenario where SUs intersect with each
other, the theoretic analysis of which is given in Section 6.2
Case 2. Both 13(b) and 13(c) shows that PUs achieves higher
utility compared with the baseline where PUs choose fixed
PPLs.
Fig. 14 compares PUs’ utilities of the proposed protocol
with the baseline protocol when we randomly deploy some
PUs and SUs in a given area. In Fig. 14(a), we randomly deploy 10 PUs and 20 SUs in an 20∗20 area. Fig. 14(b)compares
the utilities of different PUs. The simulation result shows
that the proposed protocol achieves higher utility compared
with the baseline protocol for all PUs.

8

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel location privacy preservation scheme, while achieving bilateral utilization
maximization of both PUs and SUs. First, a quantitative
mechanism was proposed to preserve the location privacy
of both PUs and SUs simultaneously based on the concept
of differential privacy. Based on the quantitative mechanism
framework, we further proposed a novel privacy preserving Utility Maximization protocol (UMax). UMax allows
for both PUs and SUs to adjust their privacy preserving
levels to achieve the optimal utility. Extensive simulations
demonstrated that our proposed mechanism can efficiently
increase both PUs’ and SUs’ utility while preserving their
location privacy.
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